Processing and Adaptation to Ambiguous Sounds during the Course of Perceptual Learning
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Abstract

Listeners use their lexical knowledge to interpret ambiguous sounds, and retune their phonetic categories to include this ambiguous sound. Although there is ample evidence for lexically-guided retuning, the adaptation process is not fully understood. Using a lexical decision task with an embedded auditory semantic priming task, the present study investigates whether words containing an ambiguous sound are processed in the same way as “natural” words and whether adaptation to the ambiguous sound tends to equalize the processing of “ambiguous” and natural words. Analyses of the yes/no responses and reaction times to natural and “ambiguous” words showed that words containing an ambiguous sound were accepted as words less often and were processed slower than the same words without ambiguity. The difference in acceptance disappeared after exposure to approximately 15 ambiguous items. Interestingly, lower acceptance rates and slower processing did not have an effect on the processing of semantic information of the following word. However, lower acceptance rates of ambiguous primes predict slower reaction times of these primes, suggesting an important role of stimulus-specific characteristics in triggering lexically-guided perceptual learning.
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1. Introduction

Previous research has demonstrated the ability of the human perceptual system to quickly adapt to ambiguously sounding items [1]. Norris et al. were the first to show that listeners use their lexical knowledge to interpret ambiguous sounds, e.g., an ambiguous final sound between /v/ and /s/ in giraffe is an existing English word and giras is not, while the same ambiguous sound in bof/s/ will be interpreted as an /s/, since boss is an existing word and bof is not [2]. Listeners adjust their phonetic category boundaries to include this ambiguous sound in their sound system [3]. This mechanism is referred to as lexically-guided perceptual learning and is argued to aid listeners in adapting to unfamiliar speakers and accents [2,4].

Lexically-guided perceptual learning has been demonstrated using an exposure-test paradigm. In the exposure phase, participants listen to the ambiguous items, e.g., while performing a lexical decision task [2], and typically demonstrate learning in a subsequent phonetic-categorization task. For lexically-guided perceptual learning to occur, ambiguous sounds should be embedded in real words [2] or phonotactically legal sequences [5]. Moreover, it has been shown that listeners, who accept more ambiguous items as real words, show a stronger learning effect [6]. This suggests that items with ambiguous sounds should be perceived as real words for learning to occur. Although only a few studies have specifically looked at the time course of lexically-guided perceptual learning, it has been shown to be fast: exposure to as few as ten ambiguous items yields a stable learning effect [7,8]. Learning seems to occur in a step-wise manner: after exposure to ten items retuning did not get stronger with more exposure [8]. The process of lexically-guided perceptual learning was further investigated by [6] who showed that listeners increase their acceptance of words with an ambiguous sound as real words during the course of the exposure. The present study investigates in how far items containing ambiguous sounds are indeed perceived and processed as real, natural words. We do so by looking at the time-course of accepting words containing an ambiguous sound as a word, and by investigating the spreading of activation to semantically-related words by words containing an ambiguous sound.

We use an auditory semantic priming paradigm within a standard lexical decision task as the exposure phase of a lexically-guided perceptual learning study. Multiple studies (e.g., [9]) have demonstrated that processing of a word (target) is facilitated when it is preceded by a semantically-related prime. Primes in the present experiment contained an ambiguous sound [f/s], which either replaced all /s/ sounds while the /v/ sounds remained unchanged or replaced all /v/ sounds while all /s/ sounds remained unchanged. This set-up allowed us to compare reaction times and hit rates of words with ambiguous and natural sounds to study the recognition and (semantic) processing of “ambiguous” words in comparison to that of natural words. As mentioned by [10], studying the effect of the mismatch at the acoustic level in primes on the processing of the semantically-related targets can demonstrate differential activation of these words within the lexicon itself.

Since substitution of only one sound in words, or a mismatch in phonetic detail, hampers word processing (see [11] for an overview), we predict that words containing an ambiguous sound are accepted less often as real words and responded to slower than the same words with natural sounds. Moreover, we expect to find the same pattern of difference for the semantically-related target words (directly following the primes) due to a reduced semantic spreading by the ambiguous prime words. Additionally following [6], we predict that listeners demonstrating more “natural-like” processing of ambiguous words exhibit more learning.

In order to investigate the time-course of accepting ambiguous items as real and natural words, we compare the difference in processing speed and recognition accuracy.
between words containing ambiguous and natural sounds in different parts of the exposure phase. We hypothesize that processing and recognition of the manipulated items will become more like the processing and recognition of their non-manipulated counterparts by the end of the exposure.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Forty seven native Dutch participants (10 males, $M_{\text{age}}=20.9$, SD=2.0), recruited from the Radboud University Nijmegen subject pool, took part in the main experiment. Additionally, 11 native Dutch listeners (2 males, $M_{\text{age}}=20.5$, SD=0.5) participated in the pilot test of the stimuli. None of the pilot test participants took part in the main experiment.

2.2. Materials

For the exposure phase, 40 semantically related word-pairs were chosen from the Dutch Word Association Database [12]. Crucially, the prime word of the pair contained either a word-final /f/ (e.g., bankroof – bank robbery; 20 words) or a word-final /s/ sound (e.g., paleis – palace; 20 words), while the target member of the word pair was semantically (highly) related to it (e.g., geld – money and koning – king for bankroof and paleis, respectively). Apart from the primes, no other words in the stimulus list contained /s/ or /f/. The lists of 20 /f/ and 20 /s/ prime words contained 8 one-syllable words, 8 two-syllable words, and 4 three-syllable words each. The same distribution was used for the target items. The chosen pairs were based on the “cue lookup” search mode in [12], which shows the ten most frequently generated associations for the cue word as well as the strength of the association. We used the highest associated word from the ten options which satisfied our constraints (word-final /s/ or /f/ in primes but none in targets, similar distribution of number of syllables per word, and the semantic association) as the target word. Due to the restrictions on the prime and target words, it was not possible to find all stimuli in the database. Another four word-pairs fitting the criteria were created and added to the stimulus set.

In addition, 60 Dutch words and 140 non-words were selected as fillers. The distribution of syllables was matched in both the critical items and fillers (i.e., 40% mono-, 40% bi- and 20% trisyllabic words). We divided the total number of stimuli into 14 blocks, each containing 20 items: three prime-target word-pairs, four filler words and ten non-words, except for the last block which contained one target word-pair. Each block contained more than twice as many filler items as critical items to hide the associative relations in the prime-target word-pairs. This set up is similar to the one used by [13]. All the items were produced by a female native Dutch speaker in a sound-attenuated booth at 44 kHz. The same speaker also recorded four minimal word-pairs for the test phase of the experiment: brief-bries (letter-breeze), graf-gras (grape-grass), leef-lees (live-read), and lof-los (praise-loose). Additionally, in order to create the ambiguous sound /f/s, 12 isolated syllable-pairs containing /s/ or /f/ with a vowel context identical to the vowel contexts in the primes were recorded (e.g., eef-eës).

2.3. Creating ambiguous stimuli

To create ambiguous versions of the prime words, the /s/ or /f/ sounds were excised from each recorded syllable and zero-padded with 25 ms of silence using a PRAAT [14] script and subsequently morphed using STRAIGHT [15] in Matlab. As a result of the morphing, an 11-step [f-s] continuum was created for each prime word separately, where step 0 was the most /f/-like and step 11 was the most /s/-like. To reduce an /s/-bias in some of the continua, sounds from these continua were remorphed using the original /f/ and step 7 of the created continuum. The most ambiguous sound between /f/ and /s/ was chosen on the basis of a pilot test with 11 native Dutch listeners. For the pilot test, the ambiguous sounds were spliced back to both members of the syllable-pairs (to avoid bias towards the /f/ or /s/ interpretation of the syllable). The pilot test included 240 items (five steps of each continuum presented four times). Items were presented to the participants binaurally through headphones in a sound-proof booth. Participants’ task was to indicate whether the presented item contained an /f/ or an /s/ sound and press the corresponding button on the button box. The most ambiguous step was the step that received approximately 50% of /s/ and /f/ responses. This step of the sound was then spliced back into the prime words and used in the exposure phase in the main experiment. For the words in the test phase of the experiment, five versions were created using the most ambiguous step and the two steps preceding and following it.

2.4. Procedure

Two experimental lists were created for the exposure phase: in one list all primes with an /s/ sound were natural and all primes with an /f/ sound contained an ambiguous sound [f/s], while in the second list, all primes with an /s/ sound were ambiguous. The order of items in both lists was constant, and the same words served as primes in both lists. Primes that were ambiguous in one list were in their natural form in the other list, therefore providing a baseline for the comparison.

In the first part of the experiment, participants performed the lexical decision task. Stimuli were presented to the participants through headphones at a fixed mean intensity level of 70 dB. Listeners were instructed to react as fast as possible, and press the right button on a button-box if they thought the item they just heard was an existing Dutch word, and the left if they thought this word did not exist in Dutch.

The subsequent phonetic categorization task consisted of 120 items, in which each ambiguous step of each minimal pair was presented 6 times. Listeners had to press the right button when hearing a word ending in an /s/-sound, and the left button if they heard a word ending in an /f/-sound. The /f/-interpretation of the minimal pair was shown on the left of the computer screen, and the /s/-interpretation of the minimal pair on the right side. The whole experiment took approximately 20 minutes.

3. Results

3.1. Phonetic categorization task

To investigate the processing of words with an ambiguous sound during lexically-guided perceptual learning, it is necessary to first establish whether lexically-guided perceptual learning occurred. Responses of the listeners in the phonetic-categorization task were analyzed using generalized linear
mixed effect models [16]. The dependent variable was the number of /s/-responses. The analysis started with the model including Exposure Condition (whether participants were exposed to /s/-ambiguous or /f/-ambiguous tokens), Step on the /F/ to /s/ continuum (as a nominal variable) and their interaction as fixed predictors. Subject and Word were included as random factors.

Figure 1 shows the proportion of /s/ responses in the phonetic-categorization task for the five test steps. The responses of the participants exposed to the items where all /F/ sounds were ambiguous are plotted with the dotted line with squares, the responses of the other group with the solid line with circles. The difference between the two lines represents the lexically-guided perceptual learning effect.

As shown in Figure 1, participants exposed to the words with an ambiguous /s/-sound gave significantly more /s/ responses in the phonetic-categorization task than the participants exposed to the words with an ambiguous /F/-sound. This observation was confirmed by the statistical analysis which showed a significant interaction between Exposure Condition and Step 3 (β=0.783, SE=0.226, p<.001), Step 4 (β=0.784, SE=0.232, p<.001), and Step 5 (β=0.850, SE=0.251, p<.001). Note that the main effect of Exposure Condition was marginally significant (β=0.718, SE=0.430, p=0.095). These systematic differences between the two exposure groups indicate that the listeners showed lexically-guided perceptual learning, and thus that the ambiguous sound was included in the sound system of the listeners.

3.2. Lexical decision task

To investigate the extent to which items with an ambiguous sound are processed and recognized as real words, responses of the listeners to the primes and targets in the lexical decision task were analyzed. Recognition of the ambiguous primes was investigated by comparing the hit rates (number of "yes" responses) and reaction times to the manipulated primes to those of the natural primes. Semantic spreading of activation of the ambiguous primes was investigated by comparing the hit rates and reaction times on the target items preceded by the manipulated and by the natural semantically-related prime. To investigate the time course of lexically-guided perceptual learning, the 40 prime-target pairs were subdivided into 4 equal-sized bins. Finally, following [5], the number of hits was used as a predictor in a separate analysis to investigate whether more “natural”-like processing resulted in more learning.

3.2.1. Analyses of hit rates

One word-pair, poos-tijd (a while - time), was excluded from the analyses, since even the natural variant of the word poos was accepted as a real word less than 50% of the time. Table 1 provides the mean proportions of the “yes” responses and their standard deviations (in brackets) for the natural and manipulated primes and their semantically-related targets.

Table 1. Mean proportions of “yes” responses for different types of primes and targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prime type</th>
<th>Hits (primes)</th>
<th>Hits (targets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.96 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.996 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulated</td>
<td>0.91 (0.29)</td>
<td>0.993 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generalized linear mixed effect models [16] were used to analyze the hit rates with either hit rates for primes or targets as a dependent variable. Manipulation of the prime (whether the prime contained an ambiguous sound), Bin Number and its interaction with Manipulation did not reach significance. When Bin Number was added to the model as a nominal variable with Bin Number 4 on the intercept, there was a significant interaction between Manipulation and Bin Number 2 (β=−1.493, SE=0.617, p=0.016) and 3 (β=−1.543, SE=0.632, p=0.015). Although the interaction between Bin Number 1 and Manipulation did not reach significance (β=−1.073, SE=0.724, p=0.138), it was in the same direction. Thus, where no significant difference was observed between the manipulated and natural primes in Bin Number 4, there were significant differences in acceptance rates for primes with the ambiguous sound and the same primes with the natural sound in the earlier bins. Recognition of the manipulated prime thus became more natural in the last Bin (i.e., with the last 10 items).

In the hit rates analysis for the targets, no fixed factors reached significance. Throughout the lexical decision task, recognition of the target words was high, irrespective of the type of the prime. A final analysis with the number of learning-consistent responses, i.e., responses given in accordance with the exposure condition (e.g. /s/ responses for the participants exposed to the /s/-ambiguous list), as a dependent variable and Acceptance Rate (i.e., the proportion of hits for the manipulated version of each prime) as fixed factor showed that a higher acceptance rate of ambiguous words as real words leads to a larger learning effect. (β=3.480, SE=1.812, p=0.055).

3.2.2. Analyses of reaction times

Table 2 provides the average reaction times for primes and targets with their standard deviations. All reaction times deviating more than two standard deviations from the mean were excluded, and only reaction times of the primes and targets which were accepted as real words were analyzed. Log transformed reaction times for either prime or targets were
used as a dependent variable in the analyses. In addition to the factors mentioned in Section 3.2.1., the Acceptance Rate and its interaction with Manipulation were included in the analysis to investigate whether ambiguous primes which were less easily accepted as real words also exhibited larger differences in reaction times between their manipulated and non-manipulated versions and less spreading of activation to the target words.

In the reaction times analysis of the primes, again a main effect of Manipulation ($\beta=0.288$, $SE=0.059$, $t=4.94$) was observed. Primes with manipulated sounds were reacted to slower than primes with natural sounds. Moreover, the interaction between Acceptance Rate and Manipulation reached significance ($\beta=-0.243$, $SE=0.063$, $t=-3.86$): lower acceptance rates of ambiguous primes related to larger differences in reaction times from their natural counterparts. The difference in reaction times between primes with an ambiguous and natural sound did not change during the task, the factor Bin Number and its interaction with Manipulation did not reach significance.

Similar to the hit rate analysis, none of the factors in the reaction time analysis of the targets reached significance. There were no differences in the speed of processing of the targets, irrespective of whether they were preceded by natural or manipulated primes. Moreover, processing of the target words preceded by ambiguous and natural primes remained similar throughout the task. Finally, reaction time differences between the manipulated and natural versions of the words did not predict perceptual learning.

Table 2. Mean reaction times for different types of primes and targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prime type</th>
<th>Prime RTs</th>
<th>Target RTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>955.02 (178.98)</td>
<td>839.08 (187.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulated</td>
<td>1014.47 (184.95)</td>
<td>833.62 (185.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. General Discussion and Conclusions

The present study investigated the perception and processing of words containing ambiguous sounds during the course of lexically-guided perceptual learning using an auditory semantic priming paradigm. Two questions were studied: whether words with an ambiguous sound are recognized and processed in the same way as their non-ambiguous, natural counterparts, and what the time course is of the adaptation to an ambiguous sound.

Our hypothesis that primes containing an ambiguous sound will be accepted less often as real words than their natural counterparts and will be reacted to slower was confirmed. The manipulation of a sound in a word led to an increase in reaction times and fewer “yes” responses. This finding is in line with existing literature showing that changes in phonetic details of phonemes interfere with word recognition (e.g., [11], [17]).

Despite the differences in the processing of ambiguous primes compared to natural primes, there were no differences in acceptance rates or reaction times between target words preceded by ambiguous primes and targets preceded by natural primes. This suggests that although the manipulated primes were perceived as less natural and processed slower than the natural primes, this did not have an effect on the processing of semantic information. Possibly, the presence of an ambiguous sound slows down the build-up of the activation of the word so that the threshold for word recognition is reached later. The build-up is, however, fast enough so that activation can spread to semantically-related words. To specifically tap into the priming effect, the priming effect of ambiguous and natural primes could be further investigated by including a set of word pairs, where the target items are preceded by a non-related word (similar to [10]).

We hypothesized that processing and recognition of primes with an ambiguous sound would differ from that of natural primes at the start of the exposure phase and would become more like the processing of natural words towards the end of the exposure phase. The results showed that although processing of ambiguous words remained slower than that of natural words, recognition did become more natural-like. Similar to [6], listeners increase their acceptance of words with an ambiguous sound as real words during the course of the exposure phase. Participants’ recognition of the primes containing the ambiguous sound changed to natural-like after exposure to approximately 15 items. This is in line with [7] and [8] who observed learning after exposure to 10 items. Moreover, this learning seemed to occur in a step-wise manner, like was found by [8], as no convergence in the hit rates of the natural and ambiguous words was observed in the bins prior to the final bin. In line with [6], listeners who accepted more ambiguous words as real words showed a larger learning effect.

Ambiguous primes with lower acceptance rates were found to yield relatively longer processing times than their natural counterparts, as shown by the significant interaction between Manipulation and acceptance of the ambiguous version of the prime in the reaction time analysis. Some ambiguous items were thus more difficult to process and recognize than other ambiguous items, despite being manipulated in a similar way. Supposing that only ambiguous stimuli recognized as real words induce retuning, this is an important finding suggesting that stimulus-specific characteristics (e.g., the size of the lexical neighborhood) may influence lexically-guided perceptual learning. This factor of word characteristics adds to a growing list of factors known to influence lexically-guided perceptual learning, including listener-related factors (e.g., listeners’ acceptance of an ambiguous item as a word [6], attention-switching control [18]), or environment-induced factors (e.g., pen in the mouth of the speaker [19], noise [20,21]).

In conclusion, there are clear differences between the processing and recognition of words containing an ambiguous sound and the same words with a natural sound. The slower and less accurate processing of ambiguous words, however, does not interfere with semantic processing of the ambiguous words. Moreover, adaptation to the ambiguous sounds is (again shown to be) fast and quickly results in a recognition process that is similar to that of natural words.
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